Ionization effect in the atmosphere during several Halloween GLE events in October-November 2003
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Galactic cosmic rays are the main source of ionization in the Earth’s stratosphere and troposphere. However, in some cases, specifically during solar maximum periods, eruptive solar processes, such as solar flares and coronal mass ejections lead to an acceleration of high-energy solar energetic particles (SEPs). The energy of SEPs is usually tens of MeV/nucleon, occasionally exceeding 100 MeV/nucleon. Rarely, in some cases, it reaches about several GeV/nucleon. While the MeV particles can be absorbed in the atmosphere, those with energy about GeV/n reach an atmospheric cascade similarly to the galactic cosmic rays. This special class of events, called ground level enhancement can drastically enhance the atmospheric ionization. The induced by primary cosmic ray particles ionization is important for various processes related to the physics and chemistry of the atmosphere and minor constituents. During the solar cycle 23 were observed several strong ground level enhancements. Here, we study the ionization effect during the sequence of three ground level enhancements of October-November 2003, the so-called Halloween events. We apply a full Monte Carlo 3-D model for computation of the cosmic ray induced ionization as a function of the altitude above sea level and derive the corresponding ionization effect.
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1. Introduction

High-energy particles of galactic and/or solar origin are the main source of ionization in the low and middle atmosphere [1]. A systematic study of the impact ionization due to precipitating high-energy particles is very important in order to clarify their influence on different atmospheric processes, global electric circuit and atmospheric physics and chemistry, specifically of minor components [2, 3, 4].

While in the upper atmosphere, the ion production is dominated by the contribution of solar UV and X-rays, below 100 km the atmospheric ionization is governed by relativistic electrons from radiation belts, precipitating electrons, auroral electrons, solar energetic particles (SEPs), galactic cosmic rays (GCRs). In this work we focus on ion production in the troposphere and stratosphere, therefore due to high-energy protons of galactic and/or solar origin.

The main atmospheric ionization in the tropospheric and stratospheric region is due to GCRs. When GCRs enter in the atmosphere, after interaction with air molecules, induce a complicated nuclear-electromagnetic-lepton cascade, eventually leading to an ionization of the ambient air [1]. The maximum of ion production is observed at altitude of about 12–15 km above sea level (a.s.l.), known as Regener–Pfotzer maximum [5, 6]. Occasionally, after strong solar eruptions, SEPs are accelerated to high-energies, which allow to produce an atmospheric cascade similarly to GCRs, events known as ground level enhancements (GLEs) [7, 8]. Therefore, strong SEP events can significantly enhance the ion production in the atmosphere, specifically over the polar and sub-polar region [9, 10, 11, 12]. Nowadays, recently developed models based on a full Monte Carlo simulation of CR propagation and interaction in the atmosphere, allow one to assess realistically the atmospheric ionization due to precipitating particles [13, 14, 15, 16].

During solar cycle 23 were observed 16 GLEs. A sequence of three GLEs was observed in the late October - early November 2003 by the global neutron monitor (NM) network (Fig.1). In addition, the period was characterized by a significant cosmic ray variability, namely a strong Forbush decrease was recorded, which is explicitly considered in this study. Using precise information of GLE particles spectra [17, 18] derived using NM data and a convenient model, we computed the ion production rate and the corresponding ionization effect during late October - early November 2003.

![Figure 1: NM count rate variation during the sequence of three Halloween GLEs.](image)
2. Used model for computation of ion production rate in the atmosphere

Here we use model similar to [15], the full description is given elsewhere [16, 19]. The ion production rate is computed using the expression:

$$q(h, \lambda_m) = \frac{1}{E_{\text{ion}}} \sum_i \int_{E_{\text{cut}}(R_c)}^\infty \int_{\Omega} D_i(E) \frac{\partial E(h, E)}{\partial h} \rho(h) dE d\Omega$$

(2.1)

where $\partial E$ is the deposited energy in an atmospheric layer $\partial h$, $h$ is the air overburden above a given altitude in the atmosphere expressed in $g/cm^2$ subsequently converted to altitude a.s.l., $D_i(E)$ is the differential cosmic ray spectrum for a given component $i$ (proton, $\alpha$-particle, heavier nuclei), $\rho$ is the atmospheric density in $g.cm^{-3}$, $E$ is the initial kinetic energy of the incoming primary nuclei on the top of the atmosphere, $\Omega$ is a solid angle and $E_{\text{ion}} = 35$ eV is the energy necessary for creation of an ion pair in air [20]. The integration is over the kinetic energy above $E_{\text{cut}}(R_c)$, which is defined by the local rigidity cut-off $R_c$ for a nuclei of type $i$ at a given geographic location by the expression:

$$E_{\text{cut},i} = \sqrt{\left(\frac{Z_i}{A_i}\right)^2 R_c^2 + E_0^2 - E_0}$$

(2.2)

where $E_0 = 0.938$ GeV/n is the proton’s rest mass.

The ion production in the atmosphere during GLEs is a superposition of the contribution of GCRs and SEPs [21]. For the GCRs we assume the force field model [22, 23, 24], accordingly for SEPs spectra in equation (2.1), we consider derived spectra on the basis of NM data analysis similarly to [25, 26, 27].

In this study, the propagation and interaction of high-energy protons with the atmosphere is simulated with the PLANETOCOSMICS code [14] assuming a realistic atmospheric model NRLMSISE 00 and considering seasonal influence [28, 29]. The model was recently applied for computation of ion production rate [30, 31, 32] and the corresponding ionization effect during GLE events [33, 34, 35, 36].

3. Ion production rate during the Halloween GLE events

A violent solar activity was observed in October–November 2003, which led to three GLEs, with onsets occurring on 28 October (Fig.1a), 29 October (Fig.1b), and on 2 November (Fig.1c), respectively. The GLE on 28 October 2003 was associated with a large flare (4B, X17.2) occurred in the active region AR10486. The GLE 65 followed significant interplanetary disturbance related to previously ejected coronal mass ejection (CME) on 26 October with correspondence with a 3B/X1.2 flare in the same active region. The GLE 66 was characterized with a smaller NM count rate increase, thus this event was weaker. A strong Forbush decrease was also observed prior and during this event (Fig.1a,b), which is explicitly considered, i.e. a GCR flux reduce is taken into account during the computations. The GLE 67 event on 2 November 2003 was related to an X8.3/2B solar flare, with onset at about 17:30–17:35 UT.

Using the model described in Section 2 and derived GLE particles spectra [17, 18] we computed the ion production rate in the polar and sub-polar region with rigidity cut-off $R_c \leq 1$ GV
(Fig.2) and high mid-latitudes region with rigidity cut-off $R_c \leq 2$ GV (Fig.3). The computed over GLE 65 ion production rate was significant during the initial and main phase of the event, specifically in the polar low stratosphere (Fig. 2a). The ion production rate diminished but remained significant during the late phase of the event. The ion production rate during GLE 66 is considerably smaller, because of softer SEP spectra, the reduced SEP flux and the Forbush decrease. The ion production rate during GLE 66 is almost constant throughout the event. The ion production during the last event - GLE 67 is greater than GLE 66, specifically in the initial and main phase of the event, but rapidly diminished during the late phase. In all cases, in the region of mid latitudes with $R_c \leq 2$ GV, the ion production rate induced by SEPs is comparable to the average due to GCR (Fig.3). Moreover, at low mid latitudes with rigidity cut-off of about 3 GV and greater, the ion production due to GCR dominates in the whole atmosphere throughout the events.

![Figure 2](image2.png)

Figure 2: Ion production rate during Halloween events in the polar and sub-polar region with $R_c \leq 1$ GV. a) GLE 65; b) GLE 66; c) GLE 67. The black line(s) corresponds to GCR contribution.
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Figure 3: Ion production rate during Halloween events in mid-latitudes with $R_c \leq 2$ GV. a) GLE 65; b) GLE 66; c) GLE 67. The black line(s) corresponds to GCR contribution.

4. Ionization effect during the Halloween GLE events

Using the computed ion production rates during the Halloween GLEs, presented in section 3, we computed the corresponding averaged over $24^h$ ionization effect similarly to [36]. The results are presented in Fig.4 for GLE 65, Fig.5 for GLE 66 and Fig.6 for GLE 67, respectively.
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Figure 4: Global map of 24\textsuperscript{h} ionization effect in the region of the Regener-Pfotzer maximum of about 15 km a.s.l. during the GLE 65 on 28 October 2003.

Figure 5: Global map of 24\textsuperscript{h} ionization effect in the region of the Regener-Pfotzer maximum of about 15 km a.s.l. during the GLE 66 on 29 October 2003.

Figure 6: Global map of 24\textsuperscript{h} ionization effect in the region of the Regener-Pfotzer maximum of about 15 km a.s.l. during the GLE 67 on 2 November 2003.
The ionization effect during GLE 65 is significant in the high-latitude region, but negligible in lower mid and equatorial latitudes (Fig. 4). The ionization effect during GLE 66 is weak even in the polar region and is even considerably negative in the equatorial region, mostly due to reduced GCR flux (Fig. 5). Accordingly, the ionization effect during GLE 67 is not significant in mid latitudes and it is marginal in the equatorial region (Fig. 6).

5. Conclusion

Using reconstructed SEP spectra we derived the ion production rate and the corresponding ionization effect during the sequence of Halloween GLE events in October–November 2003, explicitly considering the dynamics of GCRs and GLE particles flux. It was shown that the ionization effect in the polar and sub-polar region is significant, but GLE 66 takes place in deep Forbush decrease (Fig. 1b). The ionization effect is considerably greater compared to other events during GLE 65 and GLE 67 (Fig. 1a,c). The role of the Forbush decrease is significant and considerably reduce the total i.e. the integrated over three events ionization effect, specifically in mid and low latitudes. The computed ionization effect during the Halloween events in October-November 2003 give a good basis for further studies related to the space weather and the possible impact of precipitating high-energy particles of solar origin on atmospheric chemistry and physics [37].
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